












DAVIS CALIFORNIA DOWNTOWN SHUTTLE PROPOSAL 

July 1, 2019 

This is an argument for a shuttle to connect the Davis commercial district to adjacent residential districts and UC Davis. 
. ' 

The current planning effort for the Davis·Core Area envisions an active multi-dimen_sional downtown area with more 
retail, more housing and more activity. The core area is expected to have an enhanced focal point in the E Street Plaza, 
midway between Central Park and the AMTRAK station. Opticos, the City's planning consultant, has made a strong case 
for new parking, pedestrian and commercial improvements and for a form-based code structure that offers more 
flexibility to the City in implementing its goals. Their early analysis of the feasibility of substantial new downtown 
housing was not promising. In fact, they saw little financial opportunity for new housing apart from outside mandates 
such as Senate Bill 50, or other unknown inducements. 

Fortunately, Downtown Davis will soon have abundant new residents, provided that the City reaches out to them. 
People in new projects such as Lincoln 40, the Nishi project and the University's Solano Park project, along with existing 
Olive Drive residents, and UCD staff, will be more than willing to visit downtown Davis, given reasonable access. 

DEMAND: All of these areas, comprising almost 5000 adult residents, are separated from the downtown by railroad 
tracks or the lack of quick access, despite their close proximity. In addition, two noteworthy hotels: the Hyatt Place at UC 
Davis and the new 132-room conference hotel on Richards have no quick access to downtown. As most of these hotel 
guests arrive by car, they are just as likely to drive to Sacramento or the Bay Area for outings as to downtown Davis once 
they are in the car. Olive Drive residents have poor access through the tunnel, and the Lincoln 40 project has parking for 
only 34% of its residents. All Lincoln 40 residents are to be students, yet reasonable access to campus is not provided. 

ROUTE: I propose an automated shuttle to connect all of these areas to downtown Davis by means of a new route, 
employing a vehicle similar to what one sees at many airports, on a dedicated path. Such as system could connect the 
Mondavi Center at UCD to the AMTRAK station without crossing any existing roadways and passing mostly over land 
that is City-owned, University-controlled, or land where public influence can be brought to bear to obtain easements. 
The attached sketch shows the basic route envisioned. At the west end, the connection to Campus is through a widened 
undercrossing already to be provided by the Nishi developer. The line would be single-track except for three stations. 

VEHICLES: A minimum of six vehicles would be required to provide an end-to-end service on a 20- or 30- minute 
schedule. Vehicles could be rubber-tired running on a paved surface but never interacting with traffic. Vehicles could be 
electric, automated with the latest proven technology and perhaps supervised by Unitrans. Security cameras, network 
interaction, and easy access by emergency vehicles would provide an experience of safety. 

SERVICE: A terminal at the UCD Hyatt hotel or even the Mondavi Center and a terminal at the Amtrak station, the major 
intermodal focus for Yolo County, define the overall route. Intermediate stops could include Nishi housing, a stop for the 
new Richards hotel, a stop at city-owned land just east of Richards, and a stop for Lincoln 40 at Hickory Drive. Parking 
exists or can be made available at every stop, and this will intercept some cars from driving downtown and reduce 
parking demand there. 

FUNDING: Owing to the widespread benefits of this project, and the direct connection to AMTRAK, public funding might 
be obtained from the federal government [people mover?], the State [SBl ?] the University and the City. 

This expands the idea of what the downtown is, in a healthy way. Let's explore the idea! 

Isabelle
Cross-Out
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